**Neighborhood News**

**Iran Guard Launches Missiles into Syria over Parade Attack**

TEHRAN, Iran — Iran’s semiofficial Revolutionary Guards' news agency said Tuesday that its forces launched missiles into Syria early Monday toward east- ern Damascus. The move came just hours after a terror- ist attack on a military parade in the Iranian city of Ahvaz, which killed at least 25 people and caused severe injuries to others. The strike on Monday marked the second such attack in a month, and the latest to stem the growing tension between the two arch-enemies. Iran has accused Israel and regional powers including the United States of being behind the Sept. 22 attack. The populist regi- men in Damascus blamed it on a attack on its military and political figures in the framework of the political front in the Syrian regime.

**India this year on the sale of US-Canada-Mexico Trade Pact**

WASHINGTON - A new US-Canada-Mexico Trade Agreement (USMCA) is "a great deal" for all three countries, US President Donald Trump said on Tuesday, adding that the new deal would "show the world" the benefits of free trade. "It is a great deal for all three countries," Trump said, referring to the final tally. "It is a great deal for the US, it is a great deal for Canada, and it is a great deal for Mexico," the president added.

**US, Japanese Pair Win Nobel Medicine Prize for Cancer Therapy**

STOCKHOLM - Two scientists, James Allison and Tasuku Honjo, won the Nobel Prize in medicine on Tuesday for their work on cancer immunotherapy, which "has revolutionized" the treatment of the disease, the Nobel Assembly said. Allison, a professor at the University of Texas, and Honjo, a professor at Kyoto University in Japan, are share recipients of the Nobel Prize for medicine.

**Iran, Europe: ‘Finalizing Mechanism for Cooperation, US Sabotage Sure to Fail’**

TEHRAN - Iran has been in talks with Europe to continue continued negotiations for the framework for cooperation with the United States. The aim is to make the full implement of the Iran nuclear deal.

**Israel, Ukraine: ‘We Must Prove EU Wrong on the UK’s Brexit Plans’**

BRITAIN - Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said Monday that the UK government should prove the Ex- treme Union wrong on the UK’s Brexit plans.

**Denny Tamaki, Critic of US Bases on Okinawa, Wins Election**

MONTREAL - Voters in the Canadian province of Quebec, which was won by the pro-independence party, have elected a pro-independence candidate to its legislature. The candidate is Denny Tamaki, who won the seat of Takanenosato in the Montreal region. The victory is seen as a boost for the pro-independence movement in Quebec.

**S. Korea Believes North Begins Demining at DMZ**

SEOUL, South Korea - South Korea said Monday that the North Korean leader Kim Jong Un has started to demine the border between the two Koreas. The announcement by the South Korean Ministry of Unification comes after North Korea said it would begin demining operations at the border.

**US$100M Grant for Solar Projects in Tajikistan, PTV Alberta**

DAKAR - The US Agency for International Development (USAID) said Monday that $100 million in solar projects in Tajikistan and PTV Alberta will be implemented.

**Russia’s Putin to Discuss Military Cooperation on India Visit: Kremlin**

MOSCOW - President Vladimir Putin will dis- cuss military cooperation with India when he visits the country this week, the Kremlin said on Monday, without specifying whether or not a possible sale of S-400 surface-to-air missiles is on the agenda. "The visit takes place in the context of the growing military-technical cooperation between the two countries," Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov said. "I do not know whether Putin will discuss a possible S-400 deal, but I can say that military cooperation will be on the agenda but said he could not provide further details.

**US Marine Field Test ‘Middle Finger’ Photo**

MARS Field Force B, an international gathering of special forces, has released a photo on Monday of a US Marine posing with a camera against a backdrop of mountains.

**Dennis Yukihiro, an Okinawan activist, won the election for governor of Okinawa, the nearest island to Mainland China.**

**Saving the Planet**

**The New York Times**

**$100 million in solar projects in Tajikistan and PTV Alberta will be implemented.**

**The United States, Canada and Mexico, which signed the USMCA in 2018, will implement the trade pact starting in 2020.**

**S. Korea Believes North Begins Demining at DMZ**

**TOKYO — Denny Tamaki, who campaigned criticizing the military presence of the United States on Okinawa, won the election for governor of Okinawa. Tamaki was a member of the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) and the Liberal Party of Japan (LPJ) and was a former member of the House of Representatives. He is a member of the Radical Democratic Party (RDP). Tamaki was elected as governor of Okinawa on July 29, 2018, with over 60% of the vote, defeating the incumbent, who was a member of the LDP. Tamaki is a member of the Okinawa Mars Field Force B, an international gathering of special forces, has released a photo on Monday of a US Marine posing with a camera against a backdrop of mountains. The US Marine Field Force B is a multinational gathering that includes US and other allied nations. The group is known for its extreme and sometimes controversial projects, including the Middle Finger Project, which was released on May 13, 2018. The Middle Finger Project is a series of photos and videos that depict members of the group engaging in extreme and controversial activities. The photos and videos include images of members posing with weapons, flags, and other objects, as well as scenes of members engaging in activities that are deemed inappropriate or offensive. The Middle Finger Project has been criticized for its extreme and controversial nature, and it has been the subject of controversy in the US and other countries. The project has been supported by some, who see it as a way to express their views and challenge the status quo, while others have criticized it as a gratuitous and disrespectful display. The Middle Finger Project has been released in several series, including the first series, which was released in 2018. The Middle Finger Project has been controversial, with some people expressing concern about its content and its potential to cause offense or harm. However, the project has also been supported by some, who see it as a way to express their views and challenge the status quo. The Middle Finger Project has been the subject of controversy in the US and other countries, and it has been the subject of criticism and debate.